PERSONAL EVANGELISM
Jim Newcomer

•

4 Suggestions:

•

This allows your conversation to ___________ after your
departure.

•

Theologically…this is bringing your confidence in God’s
___________ to intersect with your responsibility to witness.
(e.g. Acts 8:25-40, Matt 5:16)

This allows your conversation to ___________ if you do not
have enough time to engage.

•

This allows you to provide ___________ information for future
conversation with them.

Practically…this is a fresh perspective into two realms of your
daily contacts:

•

This allows you to ___________ them to your local church.

1. ___________ contacts
2. ___________ contacts

IV. Daily ___________—The greatest preparation for personal
evangelism is not on your shelf nor on your DVD
player…but rather on your ___________.

Key Elements of Evangelism
PART 1—Prior to the Contact
I. Open ___________—See your mundane, daily contacts
through a new perspective.
•

•

•

III. Tangible ___________—Have a resource in your
“___________” to leave with the person whether or not
they repent/believe when you witness to them.

Specifically…this transforms how you view your __________.

•

Mark Dever—“I think many times we don’t evangelize
because we undertake everything in our own power. We
attempt to leave God out of it. We forget that it is His will and
pleasure for His gospel to be known. He wants sinners saved.
Simply put, we don’t pray for opportunities to share the gospel,
so how surprised should we be when they don’t come?
(Evangelism, 24)

•

Eph 6:19, Col 4:3

•

Brainstorm your FRANS into your _________ ___________.

•

Hudson Taylor—“Brother, if you would enter that Province,
you must go forward on your knees.”

•

Your praying for your personal evangelism unveils your
theology of God’s ___________ (Phil 1:29, 2Tim 2:24-26).

II. ___________ Presentation—Have a ready ___________
before the ___________.
•

Always remember that ___________ produces ___________.

•

Whatever presentation you prefer, be sure it is flexible enough
to either “___________” or “___________”. (Prov 16:1, 9)

•

•

Whatever presentation you use, it must be driven by the
___________, punctuated with only appropriate ___________,
include personal ___________, and conclude with a clear
___________ to repent and believe.
My Opinion—Having ___________ is good; mastering
___________ is best. (e.g. EE, WOM, EvanTel, etc.)

